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Abstract
Twitter is widely used all over the world, and a huge number of hot topics are generated by Twitter users in real time. These topics
are able to reflect almost every aspect of people’s daily lives. Therefore, the detection of topics in Twitter can be used in many real
applications, such as monitoring public opinion, hot product recommendation and incidence detection. However, the performance of
traditional topic detection methods is still far from perfect largely owing to the tweets’ features, such as their limited length and arbi-
trary abbreviations. To address these problems, we propose a novel framework (MVTD) for Twitter topic detection using multiview
clustering, which can integrate multirelations among tweets, such as semantic relations, social tag relations and temporal relations. We
also propose some methods for measuring relations among tweets. In particular, to better measure the semantic similarity of tweets,
we propose a new document similarity measure based on a suffix tree (STVSM). In addition, a new keyword extraction method based
on a suffix tree is proposed. Experiments on real datasets show that the performance of MVTD is much better than that of a single
view, and it is useful for detecting topics from Twitter.
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1. Introduction

The growth of the Internet in recent years is making social media (such as blogger and Twitter) part of daily life. Twitter,

a micro-blogging platform, fills the gap between blogging and instant messaging service. Unlike other social media, it

has some special features [1, 2], such as allowing users to post short texts (140 characters or less) as well as images,

videos and urls, and the relationship of following and being followed by users requiring no reciprocation. Twitter has

attracted thousands of millions of participants. Since users can post anything that pops into their mind at any time, the

information in Twitter can reflect almost every aspect of people’s daily lives. Thus, the detection of topics, especially hot

topics, from Twitter can be used in many applications, such as monitoring public opinion, hot product recommendation

and incidence detection. Among these topics, this paper mainly focuses on topics of broad attention, that is, hot topics,

since they can reflect the mainstream opinions of the society.
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Topic detection, also known as event detection, has been studied for decades. There are many topic detection methods

such as single-pass based topic detection [3], a Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model [4] and a graph-based method

[5]. All of these traditional methods mainly work on lengthy texts, and they often assume that the feature spaces extracted

from the available texts are effective enough to detect topics. However, the text information in Twitter is extremely lim-

ited owing to the limitation of the number of words in tweets. As a result, it is unable to provide sufficient statistical

information for measuring the similarity between two tweets. Therefore, even though the text information is important

for topic detection, the traditional topic detection methods may not perform well for Twitter datasets. In addition, arbi-

trary abbreviations, meaningless symbols and newly created words are widely used in Twitter. All of these aspects of

Twitter make it difficult to detect topics using traditional methods, and thus new approaches for detecting topics from

Twitter should be developed with careful consideration of these aspects.

In order to better understand the more detailed features of hot topics, we conducted a careful observation of hot topics

in Twitter and found that: (a) the hot topics are usually represented by consecutive words, that is, phrases, which can con-

vey more detailed meaning; (b) activities such as annotation, retreet and reply for hot topics will be much greater than

those for topics receiving less attention, and hot topics usually appear with many hashtags, which implies that Twitter

users have treated them as topics by themselves; and (c) in most cases, the related tweets of a particular topic appear in a

particular range of time and regions, with few topics receiving attention for a long time from people all over the world.

With these observations of hot topics in Twitter, the authors believe that, instead of only focusing on text semantic

information, some new features can also be useful for detecting topics. For example, the user-annotated hashtags, gener-

ated by Twitter users when posting their tweets, can be easily identified since they are often in the form of ‘#tag’, that

is, a combination of a character ‘#’ and some other characters. They often indicate particular hot topics in Twitter, and

thus they can be used for measuring the relations of tweets. In addition, if one tweet is a retweet or a reply to another,

this suggests that they may belong to the same topic with a high probability. Furthermore, the temporal relation, spatial

relation and user profile relation of tweets can also be used for detecting topics from Twitter.

Therefore, tweets can be regarded as entities with multirelations, some of which are useful for detecting topics from

Twitter. Figure 1 describes some possible relations among tweets. Fusing these relations may compensate for the weak-

ness of text semantic relations among tweets, and thus may achieve better topic detection results. Relying on the above

assumption, this paper introduces a new framework (MVTD) for detecting topics in Twitter using multiview clustering,

which is able to integrate multirelations among tweets. Even though there have been a few studies trying to fuse social

tags and temporal information for topic detection, MVTD can incorporate various relations among tweets. It is scalable

for many relations and thus may achieve higher performance.

The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows: (a) a new topic detection framework (MVTD) using

multiview clustering is proposed, which can fuse multirelation among tweets; (b) to measure semantic relations between

tweets, this paper proposes a new document similarity measure based on suffix tree (STVSM) as well as methods for

measuring the social tag relation and temporal relation among tweets; and (c) a novel method for extracting keywords

from tweets based on suffix tree is proposed. In addition, a comparative study of the methods for fusing multirelation on

real Twitter datasets is given.

The organization of the rest of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, the related work is discussed. In Section 3, an

overview of MVTD is provided. In Section 4, the new methods of measuring the semantic relation, social tag relation

and temporal relation are introduced. In Section 5, three methods for multirelation fusion are discussed. Section 6 intro-

duces a new keyword extraction method. Section 7 describes the experiments results. Finally, Section 8 ends this paper

with conclusions.

Figure 1. Multirelations in Twitter.
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2. Related work

The previous studies on topic detection can be divided into two categories: traditional topic detection methods and new

methods for detecting topics from Twitter.

2.1. Traditional topic detection methods

Papka and Allan proposed an on-line new event detection method using single pass clustering and a novel thresholding

model that incorporates the properties of events as a major component [3]. Blei et al. [4] proposed an LDA model, which

is a three-level hierarchical Bayesian model. It extends the generative model to achieve the capacity of generalizing the

topic distributions such that the model can be used to generate unseen documents. Some work [6] extends LDA with

consideration of temporal information using tensor factorization. Recently, Zhou et al. [5] proposed a method for detect-

ing topics from professional blogs by constructing a network of co-occurrences of the keywords. By analyzing the struc-

ture of the word network, they first extracted candidate topics and then identified the final hot topics from the candidate

topics.

These traditional methods, however, are mainly focused on traditional long texts such as news articles and blogs.

However, the content of a tweet, that is, text, is usually limited owing to the limited number of characters. In addition,

some information, such as images and meaningless symbols, may be useless or even noisy for topic detection. Therefore,

the traditional methods may not perform well for tweets.

2.2. New methods for detecting topics from Twitter

The new proposed topic detection methods for Twitter often extend traditional algorithms, such as graph mining, classifi-

cation and community discovery. Hurst et al. [7] proposed a new event detection algorithm by creating a keyword graph

and using community detection methods (e.g. clustering) to discover and describe events. Sakaki et al. [8] devised a clas-

sifier of tweets based on features of Twitters, and then they produced a probabilistic spatiotemporal model for the target

event. Popescu et al. [9] used the Gradient Boosted Decision Trees framework to detect topics. They used ML algorithms

(e.g. regression and two-step decomposition) to address the task of identifying controversial events from Twitter [10].

Huang et al. [11] proposed detecting topics from Twitter by combining single-pass clustering and LDA. Ishikawa et al.

[12–14] proposed a method for detecting hot topics in a local area during a particular period. In addition, many studies

detect topics in Twitter from the perspective of stream data [15–18].

All these new methods for detecting topics from Twitter mainly focus on the text semantic information, despite some

of them having considered other additional information (i.e. the spatiotemporal information). Therefore, the main differ-

ence between this work and previous work is that this paper treats tweets as entities with multirelations, and instead of

only considering text semantic relations, it has considered all of the possible relations among tweets, such as semantic

relations, social tag relations and temporal relations, to detect topics from Twitter. These relations are used to compensate

for the weakness of the single relation, that is, the text semantic relation. This paper proposes a new framework (MVTD)

to detect topics using multiview clustering, which can fuse multirelations.

3. Overview of MVTD framework

We first give the definition of topic detection from Twitter in Section 3.1. Then we discuss the framework of our

approach in Section 3.2. We discuss the multirelations of Twitter in Section 3.3.

3.1. Problem definition

Given that a dataset D consists of n tweets, d1, d2, ., dn. Each tweet is an original tweet posted by a Twitter user, and

the words, tags, urls, user identifiers, time and location of posting are kept. The task of Twitter topic detection is to detect

the top k topics from D which can closely reflect the real-life events, where k, the number of expected topics, is defined

by the user. Each topic is represented by p keywords or phrases, where p is also predefined by the user.

3.2. Framework of MVTD

This paper regards tweets as entities that contain multirelations and proposes to detect topics by fusing multirelations.

Specifically, we propose detecting hot topics from Twitter using multiview clustering (MVTD). The general steps of
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MVTD are as follows: (a) measure multirelations among tweets; (b) cluster on multiview for tweets; and (c) extract rep-

resentative keywords from clusters. The overall framework of MVTD is illustrated in Figure 2. Given a Twitter dataset,

it is pre-processed into different feature spaces first according to the features selection criteria relying on different rela-

tions. Then the relations among tweets are measured into matrices. After measuring the relations among tweets, a series

of matrices that represent the relations can be obtained. Each matrix can be treated as a view. Then a multiview over the

dataset is formed by putting them together. All the clusters that represent different topics can be achieved using multi-

view clustering methods. Then the keyword extraction methods can be applied to extract the representative keywords as

topics from clusters, and thus MVTD obtains all the detected topics.

3.3. Multirelations among tweets

For the task of topic detection, we summarize all the possible useful relations and give their definitions in this paper.

(1) Semantic relation – the ‘semantic relation’ is defined as the relation measured by text information, that is,

meaningful words, in tweets. The text information is the most commonly used feature for conventional topic

detection. We believe that it is also very useful for Twitter topic detection, although the maximum number of

characters in a tweet is 140.

(2) Social tag relation – the ‘social tag relation’ is defined as the relation measured by the hashtags. A hashtag is

usually in the form of ‘#tag’, where ‘tag’ can be a combination of any characters, not necessarily a meaningful

word. Social tags in tweets are often highly generalized descriptions of topics contained in that tweet. Let us take

two tweets as examples, that is, ‘I will receive lots of gifts during this festival #Christmas’and ‘#Christmas is the

most welcomed festival for kids in U.S.A.’ Even though there is no common meaningful word between them

from the perspective of a semantic relation, these two tweets share a common tag, ‘#Christmas’. Therefore, they

may have a high probability of belonging to the same topic, ‘#Christmas’. Thus the social tag relation is very

useful for detecting topics from Twitter, and may compensate for the weakness of the semantic relation.

(3) Temporal relation – this is defined as the relation measured by the posting time of tweets. Most of the natural

hot topics are generated with a particular lifecycle. Specially, after some event, such as a hurricane, related

tweets are usually posted in a short span of time.

(4) Other relations – besides the above relations, there exist many other relations: (a) retweet–reply relation – if

one tweet is the re-posting or reply of the other, they should belong into the same topic with a high probability;

(b) geographical relation – most events appear in a particular region; and (c) user profile relation – if two users

share a highly similar background, they may post tweets with a high similarity. Thus, the user profile relation is

also useful for topic detection.

In our topic detection framework, we are able to fuse different relations in a collective manner. In comparison to tra-

ditional text-based topic detection methods, our method utilizes different types of relations and thus may achieve better

topic detection results. For simplicity, in this paper, we only consider the first three relations for topic detection.

Figure 2. Framework of multiview topic detection method (MVTD).
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4. Measuring multirelations

4.1. Semantic relations

A suffix tree of string S is a compact trie tree containing all the suffixes of S. The suffix tree has been widely used for

document clustering [19–21], web mining [22], bioinformatics [23], etc. Zamir et al. [19] proposed clustering documents

in the same cluster if they share many phrases, which can be detected by a suffix tree. Chim and Deng [20, 21] propose a

new document similarity computation method using a suffix tree. However, all these algorithms are aimed at traditional

texts such as news documents. For texts in tweets, the number of words in each tweet is limited. If a suffix tree is built

for a tweet dataset, the height of the tree must be very limited. As a result, the above algorithms may not be effective.

A phrase is often more meaningful than random combinations of single words. Given an example of the phrase ‘apple

company’, this means an IT company established by Steve Jobs. However, if the phrase is split into two single words

‘company’ and ‘apple’, it is not easy to determine whether it means an IT company or not exactly. In addition, it is intui-

tive to observe that long phrases can convey more meaningful things than short ones. This is because, for long phrases,

meanings are often more concrete and unambiguous than those of short phrases, so a long shared phrase between two

tweets indicates their high semantic similarity. Thus, the similarity value between two tweets should be ‘made’ higher if

they share long common phrases.

For example, let us consider three tweets: ‘apple sale company’, ‘iphone apple company’ and ‘apple company excel-

lent’. We assume that their ids are 1, 2 and 3. The suffix tree built by them is shown in Figure 3. All the nodes denoted

by a–i in the suffix tree are drawn as circles. Each internal node is attached by a rectangle, which contains the identifiers

of tweets that share common phrases. For instance, the node labelled g has a box that contains the ids of tweets 2 and 3,

as they share a common phase, that is, ‘apple company’.

Since words in tweets vary greatly, the number of nodes is very large. However, the height of the suffix tree is lim-

ited, because the numbers of characters in tweets are limited. After building the suffix tree using all the suffix strings, all

the common phrases of each node can be obtained by traversing from the root node to all the leaf nodes in the tree.

Therefore, all the common phrases between any pair of tweets can be obtained. The results are shown in Table 1.

Based on this observation, this paper extends the traditional vector space model (VSM) to a novel document similar-

ity calculation method (STVSM) by assigning extra weights for words in phrases detected by suffix tree. The steps of

STVSM are as follows: (a) delete special symbols such as @, RT, #tag, short URL etc. and the stopwords, and then

extract the stems of words; (b) build a suffix tree using an O(n) algorithm [24]; and (c) compute the pairwise tweet simi-

larity by adding extra weights for words in phrases detected by suffix tree.

Suppose the size of the lexicon in D is m, which contains all the possible words. For two specific tweets d1 and d2,

using VSM, two vectors, x1 and x2, can be formed. Each vector is used to represent the tweet in the m-dimensional space.

The weight of the ith term is calculated by the TFIDF scheme.

Figure 3. An example of a suffix tree.
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For the similarity computation between two tweets, STVSM mainly focuses on the common words shared by them.

So a set of words can be formed by collecting all the common words shared by the two tweets, and this set of common

words can be denoted as C = fp1, p2, � � � , psg(1≤ s� m). After forming the common words set, two new vectors x01
and x02 can be constructed using C. The sizes of them are represented by s. The ith value of each vector is assigned by

the TFIDF scheme. Thus, the semantic similarity between d1 and d2 can be calculated by

semanticSim(d1, d2)= cos (x1, x2)= x1 · x2

x1j j · x2j j
= x01 · x02

x1j j · x2j j
= �ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

�1 +M
p · ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

�2 +N
p ð1Þ

�=
Xs

i= 1

x01, i · x02, i,�1 =
Xs

i= 1

x2
1, i,�2 =

Xs

i= 1

x2
2, i ð2Þ

M =
Xl1

i= 1

x2
1, i(i� th word ∈� C, i� th word ∈C1)

N =
Xl2

i= 1

x2
2, i(i� th word ∈� C, i� th word ∈C2)

ð3Þ

where C1 and C2 represent the word sets of d1 and d2, respectively; l1 and l2 represent the sizes of C1 and C2, respec-

tively; x01, i and x02, i represent the weighting values of the ith word of C in x01 and x02, respectively; and x1, i and x2, i repre-

sent the weighting values of ith word, which is not included in C but in C1 and C2, respectively. By using this formula,

the speed of computing similarity is faster, because STVSM mainly focuses on the limited words appearing in two

tweets, instead of two vectors whose dimensions are m.

In VSM, the order of all the words is overlooked after forming the vectors. This causes the loss of certain useful infor-

mation. Since the suffix tree can detect the common phrases between any pair of tweets, STVSM measures their similar-

ity by adding an extra weight to a word which belongs to an accumulating common phrase. Generally speaking, the more

the number of words in the common phrase, the larger the weighting value that should be added to the word in it. The

final tweet text similarity computation formula of STVSM is

sim(d1, d2)= � *ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�1* +M

p · ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�2* +N

p ð4Þ

� * =
Xs

i= 1

(1+wi)
2x1, i · x2, i,�

*
1 =

Xs

i= 1

(1+wi)
2x2

1, i,�
*
2 =

Xs

i= 1

(1+wi)
2x2

2, i ð5Þ

where wi denotes added-weight for the ith word in C and it can be calculated by using the weighting function w(l); l

denotes the maximum length of the accumulating common phrase shared by two tweets which contain the word.

Equation (6) gives the detailed weighting function.

If l = 1, it means that no extra weight will be added for phrases that are single words. The empirical experiment in

Section 7.2 demonstrates that the lengths of most of the common phrases are 2 or 3, so STVSM gives them weights α

and α+ β, respectively.

w(l)=
0

α

w(l � 1)+ β

l = 1

l = 2

l≥ 3

8<
: (α> 0)

(β> 0)

ð6Þ

Table 1. Common phrases of each pair of tweets.

Document id 1 2 3

1 — apple; company apple; company
2 apple; company — apple; company; apple company
3 apple; company apple; company; apple company —
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4.2. Social tag relation

Social tagging has emerged as one of the best ways to associate metadata with web objects and it has been studied in a

large body of literature [25]. Gupta et al. [25] made a survey on tag-related topics such as the motivation, modelling,

application and recommendation of tags. Chua et al. [26] used social tags as detectors for detecting news events.

Social tags in a tweet are highly generalized description of topics contained in that tweet. Thus, we may obtain topical

groups by clustering tweets based on their social tags. This paper also measures the social tag relation based on the VSM

(Vector Space Model), in which tags are regarded as terms and each tweet is represented by a vector. Similarly, the val-

ues of terms in vectors can be computed by TF or TFIDF. Moreover, since the number of tags is often smaller than the

number of words in a tweet, the feature space of tags is even sparser. With a careful observation of a large number of

tweets, we believe that the tag feature space may be enhanced by regarding words appearing in tags, as tags. For exam-

ple, there are two tweets which are ‘I will receive lots of gifts during #Christmas’ and ‘Christmas is the most welcomed

festival for kids’. The word ‘Christmas’ appears in the second tweet, and also appears in the tag ‘#Christmas’ in the first

tweet, so the word ‘Christmas’ can be regarded as a tag because they reflect the same topic. Therefore, this paper pro-

poses to extend the traditional methods, that is, TF and TFIDF, for computing weights of terms, as HTF and HTFIDF,

respectively. Table 2 summarizes four different methods to compute the weights of terms when forming vectors. Even

though this may cause some noise by regarding words appearing in tags as tags, our further experiment results on a real

dataset in Section 7.3 demonstrate that it is still very effective.

4.3. Temporal relation

In Twitter, the temporal information, that is, the timestamp for posting a tweet, is an essential feature of tweets. Plenty

of studies have tried to exploit the temporal information for data mining tasks [7, 27, 28]. This paper also uses the tem-

poral relations among tweets for topic detection. Instead of treating Twitter data as a data stream, it measures the tem-

poral relation of each pair of tweets. A Gaussian kernel function (GKF) based similarity method is employed. For two

specific tweets d1 and d2 their temporal similarity is defined as

temporalSim(d1, d2)= e
� d1, t�d2, tk k2

s2 ð7Þ

where d1, t and d2, t represent the time when these two tweets are posted; d1, t � d2, t represents the number of hours

between their posting time; σ is a predefined parameter.

4.4. Discussion of interactions of relations

Even though the semantic relation is the most commonly used feature for traditional topic detection, it may inefficient

for Twitter owing to its sparse feature space. On the other hand, the social tags can be used to describe the topics con-

tained in tweets, but users’ annotations may be arbitrary. This implies that some tags may be meaningless, useless or even

noisy. For the temporal relation, it is also useful because most of the natural topics appear in a specific range of time, but

it is also inefficient for topic detection because many topics may appear in the same range of time.

From the above discussions, we can easily conclude that: (a) each of these relations is useful for topic detection; and

(b) only the use of one of these relations, that is, only using the semantic relation, social tag relation or temporal relation,

is still inefficient to detect topics from Twitter. This may also be true for other relations such as the retweet–reply relation

and geographical relation. Therefore, instead of only considering single relations, we propose integrating different kinds

Table 2. Methods of computing term weight.

Document id Description

TF Use the term frequencies of tags to form vectors.
TFIDF Use the term frequencies and inverse document frequencies of tags to form vectors.
HTF Regard words which appear in tags as tags, and use the term frequencies of tags to form

vectors.
HTFIDF Regard words which appear in tags as tags, and use the term frequencies and inverse

document frequencies of tags to form vectors.
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of relations to detect topics. By fusing these relations, we may compensate for the incomplete information in any single

relation and reduce the noise caused by single relations, and thus we may achieve a more reliable topic detection result.

5. Fusion of multirelation

Given a set of tweets D, for each relation Ri, we can obtain a pairwise similarity matrix Mi according to its similarity

measurement. We can fuse all the relations into a multiview M = ½M1,M2, � � � ,Mm� by putting these matrices together,

where m is the number of relations. Then, we can cluster tweets based on the multiview M [29].

In this paper, we not only attempt to fuse multirelations which may compensate for the weakness of single views, but

also attempt to exploit the correlation of multirelations for improving the clustering performance. To give a systematic

comparison, we first fuse the multiview without considering the correlation of views, and then we fuse the multiview

considering the correlation among views. For the former, we employ word-tag fusion [30] and SMC [31]; for the latter,

we employ CMC [32]. The word-tag fusion can only fuse the semantic relation and social tag relation, while SMC and

CMC are scalable for multiviews. The difference between SMC and CMC is that the former does not consider the corre-

lation of multiviews, while the latter does.

5.1. Word-tag fusion

Based on the collections of both words and tags, it is straightforward to concatenate them together [30]. Suppose that

the bag of words and the bag of tags of D are CW and CT respectively. Each tweet is split into two separate sets, which

are the word set and tag set. Then two vectors, which are word vector, VW = (w1,w2, � � � ,wu), and tag vector,

VT = (t1, t2, � � � , tv), can be formed, where u and v denote the sizes of CW and CT , respectively. The weights of terms in

vector can be calculated by TFIDF. By normalizing and giving them equal weights after concatenating them, the final

vector can be obtained:

V = 0:50:5VW , 0:50:5VT

� �
ð8Þ

After representing tweets as vectors, their similarities can be computed using cosine similarity and then a spectral clus-

tering algorithm [33] can be applied to cluster the similarity matrix.

5.2. Stage-based multiview clustering (SMC)

SMC is a stage-based multiview clustering [31], which is based on a spectral clustering algorithm [33]. There are four

stages in a typical spectral clustering algorithm [33] and these stages correspond to four matrices: the similarity matrix,

the utility matrix, the feature matrix and the partition matrix. For multiview clustering, it is straightforward to integrate

them directly during each stage. Once they have been integrated into one matrix in a particular stage, it can be regarded

as a single view and then the remaining steps of spectral clustering will be performed on it. So there are four methods

for integrating them: similarity integration, utility integration, feature integration and partition integration.

5.3. Co-training-based multiview clustering (CMC)

CMC was studied in the literature [32, 34]. Unlike integrating the matrices in different stages in SMC, this method is sim-

ilar to the co-training process, which assumes that, if two tweets belong to the same topic in one view, they should belong

to this topic in all the views. On the other hand, if two tweets belong to different topics, they should be so in all the views.

Since the top l eigenvectors contain the discriminative information of tweets in one view, we can project the similarity

matrix in one view along these directions in another view to retain the expected information for clustering and eliminate

the confused information.

5.4. Discussion of different fusion methods

Here, we give a brief discussion of these three fusion methods. The word–tag fusion is the most commonly used fusion

method for fusing words and tags, but it cannot be applied to multiview cases when there are some other relations which

cannot be represented as term vectors.

SMC and CMC are based on the spectral clustering [33], and they are scalable for multiviews. SMC fuses matrices

of different relations at the same stages directly, in a similar manner to word–tag fusion. However, when some relations

are too sparse or the level of correlation between views is too low, its performance may degrade since SMC adopts
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linear operation on views, while CMC may perform more robustly because it projects and back-projects from one view

to another iteratively, which overcomes the weakness of SMC. Compared with SMC, CMC exploits the correlation of

views and thus may achieve better clustering performance. In the following section, we describe comparative studies

using the above fusion algorithms.

6. Keyword extraction

After clustering tweets on multiview, groups of tweets that represent different topics can be obtained. The next step of

topic detection is to extract representative keywords from each cluster. The traditional keyword extraction methods [35–

41] focus on extracting single words. Therefore, a topic is usually represented as a set of words.

However, owing to the existence of many new words, abbreviations and symbols in Twitter, a set of single words may

not be easy for people to understand. So a better way to represent a topic is to use a set of phrases. Just as described in

Section 4.1, suffix trees can be used to detect common phrases among tweets, which contain more semantic information

than the random combinations of words in them. Therefore, this study proposes using phrases to represent topics, instead

of only words.

The detailed steps of our keyword extraction method can be summarized as follows:

• Step 1 – input a group of tweets and conduct preprocessing.

• Step 2 – build a suffix tree for those inputted tweets.

• Step 3 – collect the common phrases by traversing the tree.

• Step 4 – compute the TFIDF value of each word, tag and phrase. For phrases, extra weights are added for them

according to equation (6).

• Step 5 – reverse the order of words and phrases into a ranking list according to their TFIDF weights, and choose

the top p terms as representative keywords of this topic (note that if a phrase has been ranked in the front, the suf-

fix strings of this phrase are removed from the ranking list).

7. Experiments

7.1. Dataset

This study used the Twitter API (https://dev.twitter.com/) to crawl hot topics. Each topic contains around 1500 tweets.

The topics and their corresponding tweets, which were distributed during 1–9 January 2012, were collected. These topics

include festivals, movies and sports, which were the hot topics during that period.

First, all the data were preprocessed. Then, we randomly chose 12,000 tweets, consisting of 60 topics. Each topic con-

tained 200 tweets, and each of them contained at least one social tag. Three sub-datasets were created: datasets 1–3. They

contained 20, 40 and 60 topics, respectively. To measure the clustering performance, three measures were used: F-mea-

sure, NMI and Entropy. Higher F-measure and NMI values indicate better clustering performance, while higher Entropy

values indicate lower clustering performance.

In the following experiments, we evaluated the performance of measurements on different relations, fusion methods

and topic detection methods. Since the experimental results were very similar on all the datasets, to save the space and

avoid redundancy, we use dataset 2 as the default dataset to show the various experimental results in details.

7.2. Semantic relation

According to the weighting function, equation (6), when computing the semantic similarity between two tweets, the

weight of a word is defined according to the maximum length of all the common phrases that contain it. In order to

assign the proper weight, the distribution of a number of common phrases with different lengths for Twitter datasets

should be studied. Therefore, we investigated the lengths of common phrases.

First, a suffix tree was built using dataset 2. Then, by traversing the suffix tree, all the common phrases among tweets

were collected. Finally, the numbers of phrases with different lengths were counted. Here only phrases whose lengths

were bigger than 1 were considered. Figure 4 shows the number of phrases with different lengths. It can be observed that

the lengths of most of the common phrases (70%) are 2 and 3. This suggests that most of the phrases contain only 2 or 3

words. Therefore, in the weighting function w(l), this study mainly focused on weights for phrases whose lengths were 2

and 3, namely α and α + β.
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In order to achieve a promising clustering performance, an experiment was conducted for parameter adjustment on

dataset 2. Let α∈ ½0:0, 4:2�, β∈ ½0:0, 4:2�. The corresponding similarity matrix of semantic relation was computed by

using STVSM. After clustering on the semantic matrix using a spectral clustering algorithm [33], the F-measure was

used to evaluate its performance. Note that, to reduce the random noise, each experiment was repeated 30 times. The

average F-measure value was used as the final result (note that the following clustering experiments also include this

step).

Figure 5 illustrates the parameter adjustment experimental results. When α and β are 0, the F-measure value is 0.774.

Note that, in this case, STVSM performs the same as VSM. It is clear that the leading parameter is α although there are

two parameters. This implies that a large proportion of phrases have a length of 2. When α is in (0.0, 0.6], STVSM is able

to consistently achieve better performance than VSM. This shows that the extra weights added to words in phrases can

indeed improve performance. However, since not every common phrase is a real phrase in practice, for example, random

combinations of words appearing in several tweets, the weighting function may magnify the effect of that noise, espe-

cially when the weight is large. When α is bigger than 3.0, the performance is slightly worse than that of the VSM model.

The F-measure value of the best performance is 0.8 when α = 0.6 and β = 0.0, and we use this set of parameters in the

following experiments.

Figure 4. Number of phrases with different lengths in dataset 2.

Figure 5. Parameter adjustment on dataset 2.
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7.3. Social tag relation

Section 4.2 proposes regarding words that appear in tags as tags. In this experiment, we compared the performance of

the four methods in Table 2 on dataset 2. For each tweet, four vectors could be formed according to the methods shown

in Table 2. After obtaining the similarity matrices of social relation, a spectral clustering algorithm [33] was applied to

cluster them.

Figure 6 shows the experimental results. The performance of TFIDF is better than that of TF. The performance of the

proposed HTF and HTFIDF is better than that of TF and TFIDF under all the three evaluation measures. The values of

F-measure, NMI and Entropy of HTFIDF are 0.702, 0.759 and 1.308, respectively, while the values of F-measure, NMI

and Entropy of TFIDF are 0.346, 0.346 and 3.089, respectively. Therefore, the performance of tweet clustering can be

improved significantly by treating words that appear in tags as tags. This also indicates that words appearing in tags can

deliver similar performance compared with using tags. Therefore, MVTD uses HTFIDF to measure the social tag rela-

tion in the following experiments.

7.4. Temporal relation

In this experiment, tweets were clustered using a spectral clustering algorithm [33] by only considering the temporal rela-

tion. The similarities between tweets were computed using equation (7) with a parameter σ. The experimental result for

dataset 2 is shown in Figure 7. The overall values of F-measure and NMI (the average values of F-measure and NMI are

Figure 6. Comparison of methods to compute weighting on dataset 2.

Figure 7. Clustering tweets in dataset 2 only using temporal relation.
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0.224 and 0.133) are very low compared with those of semantic and social tag relations. Compared with the original data-

set, the time ranges of many topics appear overlapped, so compared with semantic relation and social tag relation, the

performance is very low when clustering using only the temporal relation, but it may still provide some information for

distinguishing topics. Also, when σ = 1.0, the highest values of F-measure and NMI are obtained, so σ is set as 1.0 in the

following experiments.

7.5. Multirelation fusion

7.5.1. SMC fusion. To compare the performances of the four integration methods of SMC on the Twitter dataset, an over-

all view of the performance comparison of four integration methods on dataset 2 is given in Figure 8. The performances

of similarity integration and feature integration are better than those of utility integration and partition integration. In

practice, if some views are too sparse or contain too much noise, feature integration may be more robust than similarity

integration, because the feature integration has higher de-noising capability. Therefore, feature integration is used in the

following experiments.

7.5.2. CMC fusion. The CMC method has to project and back-project from one view to another view iteratively. Here an

empirical study of the number of iterations required for multiview in Twitter dataset is given. For simplicity, a multiview

using the semantic relation and social tag relation is formed first, and then it is clustered using CMC fusion. Figure 9

depicts the co-training based multiview clustering performance with the variation of the number of iterations under three

evaluation methods on dataset 2. As can be seen, the best performance (F-measure, 0.892; NMI, 0.904; Entropy, 0.479)

Figure 8. Performance comparison of four integration methods on dataset 2.

Figure 9. Co-training based multiview clustering performance with the variation of the number of iterations on dataset 2.
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is achieved when the number of iterations is set at 2. Since the optimal parameter with respect to the number of itera-

tions is very small, the speed of CMC is fast.

7.6. Fusion comparison

The clustering performances of two-view clustering case and three-view clustering case are compared in this section.

Tables 3–5 depict the clustering performance on datasets 1–3. The performance of single-view clustering is also listed in

the tables. SM, SO and TM represent semantic relation, social tag relation and temporal relation, respectively. VSM,

STVSM, HTFIDF and GKF are the algorithms for single view clustering, while Word-tag, SMC and CMC are the algo-

rithms for fusing multirelation.

In the two-view clustering case, the performance of SM + SO is the best among all the combinations of two views,

and SM + TM is always better than SO + TM. This indicates that the semantic relation is still the most important rela-

tion among those three relations for clustering tweets. The performance of word-tag is also better than that of any single-

view clustering. In addition, it is observed that, by fusing SO or TM with SM, its performance is always better than that of

only using SM. This is also the same with SO. The performance of the fusion of SO and TM is better than that of TM, but

less well than SO. This is mainly because the temporal relation is a very weak relation for clustering tweets, as demon-

strated in Section 7.4, but it is still a useful relation for clustering tweets, which can be seen from the fusion of SM + TM.

In the three-view clustering case, the clustering performance of SM + SO + TM is consistently better than that of

any single or two views in the three datasets. Given an example of the clustering performance of SM + SO + TM on

dataset 1, the best clustering performance can be achieved using CMC, that is, the values of F-measure, NMI and

Entropy are 0.946, 0.953 and 0.267, while the values of F-measure, NMI and Entropy of the best performance in the

Table 3. Clustering performance comparison on dataset 1.

Number of views View Algorithm F-Measure NMI Entropy

1 SM VSM 0.783 0.766 0.953
1 SM STVSM 0.793 0.781 0.824
1 SO HTFIDF 0.808 0.797 0.819
1 TM GKF 0.222 0.269 3.113
2 SM + SO Word-tag 0.832 0.826 0.704
2 SM + SO SMC 0.899 0.869 0.540
2 SM + SO CMC 0.903 0.886 0.451
2 SM + TM SMC 0.813 0.759 1.025
2 SM + TM CMC 0.767 0.769 0.962
2 SO + TM SMC 0.776 0.721 1.171
2 SO + TM CMC 0.811 0.782 0.923
3 SM + SO + TM SMC 0.917 0.907 0.385
3 SM + SO + TM CMC 0.946 0.953 0.267

Table 4. Clustering performance comparison on dataset 2.

Number of views View Algorithm F-Measure NMI Entropy

1 SM VSM 0.774 0.792 1.052
1 SM STVSM 0.799 0.812 0.926
1 SO HTFIDF 0.743 0.790 1.041
1 TM GKF 0.236 0.146 3.984
2 SM + SO Word-tag 0.842 0.859 0.716
2 SM + SO SMC 0.868 0.889 0.539
2 SM + SO CMC 0.881 0.891 0.479
2 SM + TM SMC 0.848 0.865 0.668
2 SM + TM CMC 0.853 0.872 0.652
2 SO + TM SMC 0.716 0.761 1.196
2 SO + TM CMC 0.796 0.802 1.032
3 SM + SO + TM SMC 0.889 0.915 0.412
3 SM + SO + TM CMC 0.926 0.935 0.316
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single-clustering view case are 0.808, 0.797 and 0.819, and the values of F-measure, NMI and Entropy of the best per-

formance in the two-view clustering case are 0.903, 0.886 and 0.451. Thus, the F-measure value of three-view clustering

is 13.8% better than that of the single-view clustering and 4.3% better than that of any two-view clustering. Therefore,

these experiments demonstrate that fusing multiviews by clustering on multiviews indeed can compensate for the weak-

ness of single views, and thus it achieves better clustering performance than any single view.

7.7. Topic detection comparison

To demonstrate the topic detection performance of MVTD, we compared it with other commonly used topic detection

methods, that is single-pass and LDA-based methods. Here, the number of representative keywords is set as p=8. The

single-pass based method clusters the input dataset using single-pass clustering. The threshold is set as σ = 0.01 for the

partition of clusters. The LDA-based method generates the LDA model using the input dataset with parameters k = 40,

α = 0.2, β = 0.1 and number of iterations = 1000. MVTD uses the CMC algorithm to fuse three views on dataset 2.

Here, for simplicity, we only show the topic detection results of two topics, ‘Christian Watford’ and ‘Beauty and the

Beast’, using three different methods (Table 6). MVTD- and LDA-based methods can outperform single-pass based

method, because their extracted keywords, such as ‘chirstian’ and ‘watford’, are highly related to the topics, while some

keywords extracted by the single-pass-based method are unrelated to the topic. For example, the word ‘dai’ extracted by

single-pass based method has little relationship to topic 1.

In addition, since this paper proposes to use a suffix tree to extract keywords from a given cluster of tweets, the

extracted keywords are a set of phrases, in which the order of words is well kept, so the extracted keywords of MVTD

are more meaningful than the sets of single words extracted by single-pass and LDA.

8. Conclusion

In this paper, we present a new framework (MVTD) for detecting hot topics from Twitter using multiview clustering. We

first conducted a careful observation of hot topics and found that hot topics are usually represented by phrases, tags, etc.,

Table 5. Clustering performance comparison on dataset 3.

Number of views View Algorithm F-Measure NMI Entropy

1 SM VSM 0.788 0.818 1.018
1 SM STVSM 0.800 0.832 0.827
1 SO HTFIDF 0.702 0.759 1.308
1 TM GKF 0.096 0.201 4.452
2 SM + SO Word-tag 0.816 0.847 0.856
2 SM + SO SMC 0.875 0.891 0.617
2 SM + SO CMC 0.892 0.904 0.479
2 SM + TM SMC 0.851 0.871 0.694
2 SM + TM CMC 0.860 0.879 0.666
2 SO + TM SMC 0.766 0.777 1.236
2 SO + TM CMC 0.784 0.798 1.130
3 SM + SO + TM SMC 0.896 0.920 0.416
3 SM + SO + TM CMC 0.928 0.936 0.342

Table 6. Topic detection comparison on dataset 2.

Topic Algorithm Representration

Topic 1: ‘Christian Watford’ Single-pass watford; christian; dai; indiana; michigan; zeller; point; 25;
Topic 1: ‘Christian Watford’ LDA watford; christian; point; michigan; hand; half; ap; 25;
Topic 1: ‘Christian Watford’ MVTD christian watford; ichigan;indiana; 25 point; kentucki;christian watford plai;

christian watford buzzer; lucki shot;
Topic 2: ‘Beauty and the beast’ Single-pass beauti; beast; 3d; theater; funtim; check; wathc; lol;
Topic 2: ‘Beauty and the beast’ LDA beast; beauti; 3d; watch; feel;bad; movi; hernandez;
Topic 2: ‘Beauty and the beast’ MVTD beauti beast; beauti beast 3d; watch beauti beast; beauti beast check; watch beauti

beast check; theater; beauti beast come; beast theater;
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and each topic often appears in a particular range of time and region. Based on these features of hot topics, we believe

that tweets can be regarded as entities with multirelations, such as semantic relation, social tag relation and temporal rela-

tion. Hence, we can detect hot topics based on these relations.

In this study, we mainly used the above three relations for topic detection, but our framework can be scalable for many

other relations. To measure the relations of each pair of tweets, we propose methods to compute their similarity values.

In particular, to better measure the semantic similarity of tweets, we propose a new document similarity measure based

on a suffix tree (STVSM), which exploits the extract meaning carried by phrases. We also propose regarding words

appearing in tags as tags too and this can enhance the tag feature space. To cluster tweets, we employ three multiview-

based methods, which are word-tag, SMC and CMC. In addition, we propose a new keyword extraction method based on

a suffix tree. The extensive experimental results on three real Twitter datasets also demonstrate that the performance of

multiview clustering is better than any single-view clustering, and thus MVTD achieves better performance in detecting

topics from Twitter.

In the near future, we plan to extend our work in two directions. First, it will be interesting to study how to measure

other relations such as the retweet–reply and geographical relations, which may improve multiview clustering perfor-

mance and results in better topic detection results. Second, we will perform our approach on some more real datasets

such as posts from Facebook, Sina Weibo, etc.
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